HOST CHARACTER LIST

12 total – 8 required, 4 optional and all are gender flexible.
As far as overall costume suggestions, the ‘90s were famous for grunge, which is a timeless thrift-store
clothing style – worn loose in an androgynous manner. Hair was unkempt with middle parts and combat boots
were popular (i.e. Timberland), Converse, or any skater brand shoe. Plaids, flannels, skateboard attire were
popular with acid-washed, baggy jeans.

CHARACTER NAME &
OCCUPATION
Sutton Depp
Hollywood Icon
REQUIRED
PLAYER

Landyn Cobain
Rock Star
REQUIRED
PLAYER

Sloan Campbell
Fashion Icon
REQUIRED
PLAYER

Baylor Barrymore
Hollywood Icon
REQUIRED
PLAYER

BRIEF BIO
A former teen idol from the eighties, Sutton Depp
is an American film star, comedian, and
musician. There’s hardly a talent that Sutton
doesn’t possess. For that reason, Sutton has
risen to the top of the Hollywood elite by landing
starring roles in Blockbuster films and playing
lead guitar for a famous band named Savage
Pogs.
Landyn Cobain rose to fame soon after leaving a
rural trailer park in Fargo, North Dakota. Landyn
set out as a traveling hitchhiker playing music in
dive bars until stumbling upon a Hollywood music
producer named Mr. Biggie, who was visiting
family in Houma, Louisiana. Mr. Biggie enjoyed
Landyn’s performance, so he signed the aspiring
rock star to a deal with Pony Records. Today,
Landyn sells out big venues across the nation
and is touted as one of the most famous rock
stars alive.
The who’s who of Hollywood is always spotted
wearing pieces of Sloan Campbell’s fashion line.
Sloan’s designs are haughty, expensive, and
outrageous, but celebs can’t get enough of them.
Sloan works around the clock to keep the
designs fresh and to keep up with the custom
orders from the uber-wealthy. Most of the
garments parading down the red carpets of
Hollywood are from Campbell Collection.
Baylor Barrymore’s face has graced the small
and big screen since Baylor was a baby. A child
of two maniacal stage parents, Baylor has done
voice acting for cartoons, roles in television
series and kid’s shows, parts in feature films, and
even gigs on Broadway. Baylor was
homeschooled, and for this reason – is quite
antisocial and socially awkward. Baylor doesn’t
know how to interact with others without a script.
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SUGGESTED ATTIRE
Plaid suit of any kind for either
gender.
Men: Messy/grungy hairstyle.
Women: butterfly hair clip and
leather wrist band as optional
accessories.

Rebellious rock star attire
worthy of a ‘90s alternative
band. Skateboard brand tshirt (Volcom, etc.) with a
flannel unbuttoned. Studded
belt, acid-washed jeans
(Girbaud, Jnco).
Timberland/Doc Marten style
combat boots.

Men: Solid tee/turtleneck
under a shiny fabric blazer.
Gold chain.
Women: Velvet slip dress with
combat boots. Mood ring and
slap bracelets as optional
accessories. Feather boa if
you feel sassy.

Colorful windbreaker with
geometric patterns, paint
splatter, checkered, or plaid.
Acid washed baggy/flared
jeans – similar to today’s
boyfriend jeans. Snapback hat.

Memphis Moss
Celebrity Stylist
REQUIRED
PLAYER
Wren Aniston
Hollywood Icon
REQUIRED
PLAYER

Sterling Howser
Teenage
Neurosurgeon
REQUIRED
PLAYER

Briar Jackson
CEO, Janko
Games
REQUIRED
PLAYER

Francis Bennis
Oil Tycoon,
Entrepreneur
OPTIONAL
PLAYER

Reign Spears
Pop Star
OPTIONAL
PLAYER

Memphis Moss delivers looks on the red carpet
with the element of surprise. Memphis is famous
for capturing the essence of movie star magic
from Old Hollywood timeless looks to dramatic
feather ensembles. The paparazzi huddled along
the red carpets can usually tell who styled the
celebrity on the other side of their lens.
Wren Aniston is one of the nicest celebrities in
Hollywood. Wren got a start in the industry with
low-budget horror flicks of the eighties, and now,
Wren’s face makes a weekly appearance on the
popular television sitcom Fright Nights. Wren has
also landed roles in hit movies but prefers to live
a calmer life with the regular spot on television.
A child prodigy with a genius intellect and a
photographic memory - this physician was
practicing medicine by the age of fourteen.
Sterling is working as a resident neurosurgeon at
Palmview Medical Center in Los Angeles
but lives at home with a doting mother and strict
father. Sterling has treated many of the stars of
Hollywood. For that reason, Sterling’s always
invited to the most exclusive events.
Briar Jackson is an American business whiz and
the current CEO of Janko Games of America.
Before working for the gaming industry, Briar held
various positions with major corporations, such
as Freedo Lay Food Company, Proxy & Gambler,
and GNP Automobile Company. Briar has been
quite the job jumper in the last few years, but
nobody knows why.
Francis Bennis is one of the wealthiest people on
the planet. Francis was born into money but
proceeded to use the family's oil-gained funds to
grow the wealth even further by founding or
investing in the top luxury-goods companies in
fashion and indulgence. You would never expect
that a person who could buy cities without
blinking an eye would be so nice and humble.
Francis is a great friend to have.
Reign Spears is an upcoming pop star who
recently broke onto the scene after performing
across the country in shopping malls. Reign’s
first tour is scheduled for 1999, but Reign is
concerned about touring too close to the
upcoming Y2K pandemonium. Reign is difficult to
please and can be quite demanding.
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You are fashionable, so go for
more colorful, loose-fitting
button-up shirts (plaids or bold,
abstract shapes are great).
High waisted pants, combat
boots.

Tie-dyed oversized t-shirt or
jacket and high-waisted acidwashed jeans with holes or
cargo pants (baggy). Bucket
hat.

Men: Plaid suit, oxford shoes.
Women: Oversized blazer
with fitted plaid mini skirt.
Knee-high socks, and Mary
Jane shoes.

Men: Plaid shirt, overalls,
jeans rolled to ankles with
white socks and oxford shoes.
Big glasses with colorful rim.
Women: Jean overalls with
plaid shirt tied around the
waist. Converse sneakers with
white ankle socks. Snapback
hat with the brim to the side.
Men: Rayon color block shirt
tucked into black pants. Gold
chain as an accessory. Pager
clipped to your pants
(optional).
Women: Floral slip dress,
sandals. Oversized blazer.
Pager clipped to your dress
(optional).
High-shine fabric (satin,
metallic, sequins, silk) as the
top (shirt or blazer).
Men: colored jeans.
Women: Spandex pants to
compliment the shirt/blazer
color.

Monroe Manson
Rock Star
OPTIONAL
PLAYER
Emory McBeal
Venture Capitalist
OPTIONAL
PLAYER

Monroe Manson is a notorious rock star who
wears outrageous attire and behaves atrociously.
Monroe admittedly does foolish things for shock
value and loves to land a front-page spot in the
trash tabloids. However, Monroe has a brilliant
mind and is a secret intellect. Monroe has made
reliable connections with the Hollywood elite.
Emory McBeal has three Ivy League Ph.D.s and
hails from a multi-generational line of wealth.
Emory is one of the best people to know, as this
billionaire is well-connected. Pompous &
pretentious, this snooty venture capitalist has a
reason for being hoity-toity.
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Glam/Gothic makeup.
Outrageous attire – feathers,
leather – whatever you can
think of for shock value. Have
fun.
Men: Khaki pants, canvas
boat shoes, navy blue blazer
with breast-pocket monogram.
Women: Khaki skirt, pumps,
navy blue blazer with breast
pocket monogram.

